
“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow”– Albert Einstein

The election and vaccine were the two themes that drove another strong quarter and a new

high for the S&P 500, rising 12.15% in Q4 and 18.4% for 2020. Market leadership saw a

marked shift, especially in November, with economically sensitive businesses such as

Energy and Industrials leading the market higher. This shift was driven by optimism that a

vaccine would eventually lead to a full reopening of the economy and that the new Biden

administration would push significant stimulus through Congress. Many large technology

companies and “stay-at-home” winners that had led the market through the majority of 2020

experienced less pronounced gains. This strong performance came against the backdrop of

spiking Covid-19 cases worldwide, widespread lockdowns and a renewed strain on hospital

systems in certain states.

The contentious Presidential election and its aftermath overshadowed much of the financial

news during Q4. As the results confirmed Biden the victor, markets rallied as investors had,

at the time, invested in the likely prospect of a split-Congress. However, the low-

probability scenario in which the Democrats take control of Congress became a reality after

the Georgia Senate runoff results arrived, which set the stage for a Democrat-controlled

Congress and White House, the first time in a decade.

Both Pfizer and Moderna vaccines were approved by the FDA in November, capping a

record development period for a vaccine that normally takes 5 years. Both vaccines are

highly efficacious at ~95% and both require two shots 3-4 weeks apart. Although the

massive ramp in manufacturing has been hampered somewhat by state and local distribution

issues, we believe these are being resolved and the vaccines will go a long way to restoring

something that resembles a normal way of life in the back half of 2021. We also expect up

to three additional vaccines to be approved in the first half of the year. With some 23

million confirmed cases in the U.S. and many more unconfirmed, we do not need all 330

million Americans to be vaccinated before herd immunity can drive a positive inflection

point.
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Technology stocks had a strong year in 2020 as they were perceived as relative safe-havens

during the pandemic, especially companies which helped enable e-commerce and work-from-

home. Some of the growth in 2020 was likely a pull-forward of demand from future years, and

growth may not achieve similar levels in 2021. The size and dominance of these companies

has become more pronounced, which is something regulators may focus on in the coming year

as antitrust investigations continue under the Biden administration, adding an additional risk

element.

The economic recovery that unfolded throughout Q3 in the U.S. largely continued into Q4, but

did so at a much slower rate, with 1.3% GDP growth the slowest in four years. Despite a slight

drop in total jobs in December, the labor market continued to improve throughout the quarter,

as the most recent employment report showed unemployment at 6.7% vs. 7.8% at the end of

Q3. Weekly unemployment claims remain elevated but it’s important to consider that hiring

has mainly slowed in categories impacted by shutdowns (restaurants, travel, and lodging, etc.)

and recent fiscal stimulus provides critical support to the labor market.

Going forward, we see many puts and takes but believe the economy will be substantially

better in the second half of 2021 driven by vaccines and the end of lockdowns. The increasing

likelihood of direct cash payments to U.S. citizens will likely stimulate consumer spending in

the near term and provide a bridge to a more normalized economy once a sizable percentage of

the population can be vaccinated. In addition, massive infrastructure spending has the potential

to buoy the employment market that has been so impacted by the virus. On the other hand,

government spending has also led to higher inflation expectations, which have driven 10-Year

Treasury yields over 1% in the early part of 2021. Democrat control of Congress increases the

likelihood of higher corporate and personal taxes, which could be a headwind to economic

growth. At AMI, we continue to invest for the long-term, owning a balanced portfolio of

companies that benefit from current lockdowns and those that should benefit from an economic

recovery.
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Disclosures
The views expressed in this Quarterly Commentary reflect the opinion of AMI Asset Management, a registered

investment adviser, and are subject to change without notice in reaction to shifting market, economic or political

conditions. The information provided here is for general informational purposes only and should not be considered

an individualized recommendation or personalized investment advice.

Certain information was obtained from third party sources, which we believe to be reliable but not guaranteed. This

content was created as of the specific date indicated and reflects AMI’s views as of that date. Supporting

documentation for any claims or statistical information is available upon request.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes only,

may be based upon proprietary research and are developed through analysis of historical public data. The policy

analysis provided does not constitute and should not be interpreted as an endorsement of any political party.

All investments carry a certain degree of risk, including possible loss of principal, and there is no assurance that an

investment will provide positive performance over any period of time. It is important to review investment

objectives, risk tolerance, tax liability, and liquidity needs before choosing a suitable investment style or manager.

The S&P 500® index is widely regarded as the best single gauge of large-cap U.S. equities and serves as the

foundation for a wide range of investment products. The index includes 500 leading companies and captures

approximately 80% coverage of available market capitalization.

If at any time your current financial situation, investment needs or objectives change, please notify your portfolio

manager promptly. A copy of the Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures have been provided. You may call or write

us to obtain the latest copy of our ADV Part 2 and Privacy Notice.

Point of Contact: Matthew Dorband∙ 424-320-4007 ∙ mdorband@amiassetmanagement.com

10866 Wilshire Blvd, Ste. 770, Los Angeles, CA 90024 ∙ 424-320-4000 ∙ www.amiassetmanagement.com
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